
Three-week International 
skills course

S H O R T  T E R M  S K I L L S  T R A I N I N G  
D U R I N G  T H E  S U M M E R  I N  D E N M A R K

- Major in bakery, pastry, chocolate, European 
cooking and Nordic cuisine



We would like to welcome you to a learning 
full study in Denmark with focus on bakery, 
pastry, ice cream, European cooking and 
Nordic cuisine.

At the international skills course in Denmark you 
will meet some very high educated teachers with 
a lot of experience in teaching within bakery, 
pastry, chocolate and European cooking and 
Nordic cuisine. As student, you will be a lot in the 
kitchen, working with raw materials, working with 
different ways to bake and cook and of cause 
taste all the finished dishes. The raw materials can 
be from nature – and it can be from a local farmer.

You will live at the ZBC student hostel. Here you 
will meet some other Danish and International stu-
dents, and you will experience different cultures 
during your stay. 

Badge
After finishing the Short term skills training in 
Denmark, you will get an electronic Badge. The 
Badge will show what you have been taught and 
achieved during your participation in class. You 
can share the Badge on the social medias and 
you can put it on your CV for your further working 
life. If you participate in both areas, you will get a 
Badge for each of them. 



Price
The price for the Short term skills training is 1500 
Euro. For that price you will get all meals, accom-
modation, teaching and teaching materials. 

You will only need to bring pocket money, money 
for weekend activities and transport in your spare 
time.

You are responsible for your insurance, Visa and 
plane tickets. This is not included in the price.

There will be a maximum of 25 students pr. class.

Where to stay?
ZBC is situated on the main island of Zealand, one 
hour from the capital Copenhagen. ZBC has its 
own student hostel in the same building as the 
teaching takes place or maximum 100 meters 
walk. At the hostel, you will share a two-person 
room with bath and access to kitchen and refrige-
rator. 

International skill course days
Teaching starts all weekdays at 8.30 am and ends 
at 4 pm, the weekend will be for social activities, 
relaxation and preparation.
All recipes are included in the course.



The international 
skill course takes 
place from 22 
June to 11 July 
2020.
Day to day program
Day 1 |  Monday 22 June
Arrival to ZBC in Slagelse and check in at the 
school. A short tour and introduction to the 
premises and its nearest surroundings. Intro to the 
kitchen – Rules & Procedures + Preparation

Day 2 |  Tuesday 23 June
Nordic kitchen – traditional starters

Day 3 |  Wednesday 24 June
Nordic kitchen – traditional main course

Day 4 |  Thursday 25 June
Danish Open Sandwiches

Day 5 |  Friday 26 June
Nordic kitchen – take the best and prepare the 
dinner for tonight

Day 6 |  Saturday 27 June
Time off for relaxation and sightseeing

Day 7 |  Sunday 28 June
Time off for relaxation and sightseeing

Day 8 |  Monday 29 June
Nordic kitchen – traditional dessert 

Day 9 |  Tuesday 30 June
Creative Nordic Lunch

Day 10 |  Wednesday 1 July
Change to Ringsted – ZBC will arrange bus 
transfer

Day 11 |  Thursday 2 July
Introduction to backing cookies: commodity 
knowledge, cookie types and calculation of 
recipes. Ingredients from mill to bread, different 
European cookie types, how to set a traditional 
cookie table

Day 12 |  Friday 3 July
Baking cookies, use of modern machinery in the 
production of cookies, sustainability and hygiene
Day 13 |  Saturday 4 July
Time off for relaxation and sightseeing

Day 14 |  Sunday 5 July
Time off for relaxation and sightseeing

Day 15 |  Monday 6 July
Introduction to basic ice cream making: com-
modity knowledge, different types of ice cream 
like parfait, semifreddo, gelato, how to secure 
quality, decoration and accessories. Afternoon 
and evening: Production of gourmet dinner with 
Danish students and mutual dinner. 

Day 16 |  Tuesday 7 July
Calculation of recipes, different types of ice 
cream 2: yoghurt ice cream and ice cream for the 
ingredient intolerant.

Day 17 |  Wednesday 8 July
Lessons from Italy and France: the teacher 
introduces other European flavors and the skills 
necessary to produce gelato. 

Day 18 |  Thursday 9 July 
Introduction to chocolate making, different types 
of chocolate and the ingredients, how to work 
with temperature in producing chocolate, pro-
duction of chocolates in different shapes. 

Day 19 |  Friday 10 July
Moulding and dipping with chocolate, cooking 
and preparation of filling, assessment of choco-
late quality. Celebration with a traditional Danish 
dinner. Distribution of certificates

Day 20 |  Saturday 11 July
Departure. Check out from the hostel latest at 9 
am. Have a nice travel back home.



Value-added
Joining the ZBC course will award you with a diplo-
ma documenting the skills you have learned during 
your visit in Denmark. 

The course will add European Experience to your 
further education at your institute in your home 
country. You will gain special knowledge that you 
can put in your future job resume. If you either strive 
after a carrier at a five star hotel, up-scale restau-
rant or want to start on your own, this course will 
bring some new knowledge you can apply to that 
business. 
The Danish Pastry and Bakery is known all over the 
world. The Nordic kitchen is also famous and we 
have several Michelin restaurants e.g. Noma and 
Geranium.
A strong foundation for future success in the busi-
ness of food and bakery.

Pastry Chef Carsten Kej will be in charge of some 
of the professional training within bakery and pastry. 
Carsten is a well-known name in the industry. He 
has coached the national Danish Pastry Team, for 8 
years, and awarded the Saint Honore Medal. 
In 2013, 2015 and in 2017, he was president for the 
Danish Team and member of the jury at the Coupe 
du Monde de la Patisserie. 

Carsten is one of the top specialists in the field and 
is a professional baker, confectioner and pastry chef. 
In addition to having completed vocational training, 
Carsten has also taken a number of national and 
international courses. He graduated as a Gelatiere 
from Carpigiani Gelato University in Bologna in 
2015.

Chef Kenneth Mikkelsen will teach some of the 
professional training within Nordic kitchen and Euro-
pean cooking. He is primarily Nordic & European 
chef and specialized in the Nordic kitchen (Flora, 
Fauna & Fungi).
Kenneth has been chef for 21 years and besides 
Denmark, worked in both Germany and Greece for 
several years as both Chef and culinary entrepre-
neur. 
Kenneth is also one of the top specialists in his field 
and has been working 5 years in French kitchens 
under three different Michelin star Chefs. 
As a very special skill, he has over 15 years of expe-
rience in Event management and outdoor cooking. 
Finally, he has taught culinary classes and students 
for the past 7 years.

Employability is the aim in everything we do at ZBC.



Denmark at a glance
Denmark is a small Scandinavian 
country (43,098 km2) in northern 
Europe with a population of 
5,585,000 (2012) of which 1.2 mil-
lion live in Greater Copenhagen, 
the capital.

ZBC’s location is near to Copen-
hagen, with 17 colleges in eight 
different cities located all over 
Zealand.

Denmark has been a kingdom sin-
ce approx. 900 AD and has been 
a constitutional monarchy since 
1849. The Kingdom of Denmark 
also comprises the Faroe Islands 
and Greenland; nations that 
today enjoy extensive home rule 
and have their own parliaments, 
culture and language. The official 
language in Denmark is Danish 
but English is widely spoken

We would like to welcome you to 
a learning full study in Denmark 
with focus on bakery, pastry, ice 
cream, European cooking and 
Nordic cuisine.

Contact
If you have questions, you can 
either ask your teachers or con-
tact our International coordinator 
Jonas Andersen jkra@zbc.dk, or 
by phone +45 4133 4814.

Bank details
IBAN: DK29 0216 4069 0244 67 
BIC/SWIFT: DABADKKK
Name of company (account holder): Zealand Business College
Name of bank: Danske Bank
Address of the bank: Hovedvejen 107, 2, DK-2600 Glostrup

Locations
The Danish Pastry School ZBC 
Ahorn alle 3-5, DK-4100 Ringsted

Chef and Waiter School ZBC
Valbyvej 60, DK-4200 Slagelse

For an impression of our school, look at www.zbc.dk
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ZBC 
Selandia Park 6-8

DK-4100 Ringsted Join us. It is  possible to change the world - zbc.dk


